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First thing we will be very practical, so install Erlang on your Linux machine. If You don’t have a Linux
machine - install virtual box and Debian inside it first.

Now run erl.
You will see something similar to:

Erlang R16B01 (erts-5.10.2) [source-bdf5300] [smp:4:4] [async-threads:10] [hipe] [kernel-poll:false]
Eshell V5.10.2 (abort with ˆG)
1>

1 Single assignment, tuples and lists

Now we start with something simple, let’s say we want a variable A to be 3, so we do

A = 3.

If next thing we will try:

A = 4.
** exception error: no match of right hand side value 4

What does it mean ?
Erlang works with pattern matching always when doing A = B or more complex stuff.
If A is unbounded ( have no value) the value will be assigned once and till the end of the scope. If A

is assigned and is same as B - pattern match will pass and nothing will happen. But if A is not equal to
B pattern match will fail and error will be thrown.

We can combine variables and constants to tuples:

Name = “Myname”,
Age = 30,
Person = {Name, Age}.
{”Myname”,30}

Here Person is tuple with two fields.
We also can have a list:

Numbers = [4,6,7,3,2,9,10].
[4,6,7,3,2,9,10]

We can get length of list:

length(Numbers).
7

But not of tuple:

length(Person).

** exception error: bad argument in function length/1
called as length({”Myname”,30})
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So what do we do if we need to get length of tuple ? Tuple doesn’t have length, it has size

size(Person).
2

Why so ? Internally tuples and lists are very basic Erlang building blocks and even list it self is built of
tuples. So to be able to handle lists properly, special function ’length’ exists.

2 Modules

Code in Erlang is divided by modules, where each module deals with small single tasks or owns/handles
some data object. Let’s start with some small echo module. The module suppose to receive messages
and echo them back to the sender. That’s what echo does.

Let’s create file echo.erl and put following inside:

-module(echo).
-export([loop/0, start/0, client/0]).

loop()->

receive

{From, Message} ->

From ! {ack, Message}, loop();

close ->

ok;

Other ->

throw({unsupported, Other})

end.

start()->

spawn(fun () -> loop() end).

client() ->

receive Any -> Any
end.

Let’ go through the code.
In first line we see module declaration. module name have to match name of file.
Then we see export command. It describes which functions are exported from the module.
Why ? In Erlang You don’t have to import external functions, but export module functions outside.

Only exported functions can be called from other(external) modules.
Functions are names as “loop/0”, where 0 is ARRITY. ARRITY is amount of function parameters. So

in Erlang functions with same name, but different parameters amout are different functions.
Next thing we see 3 function. Each function do not receive arguments.

Function “start” spawns new process that runs function loop and return new process PID.
Function “loop” waits on process mailbox for messages. When it sees message that matches one of the
patterns - corresponding code part is executed. In {From, Message} case the “From” mentionon to be
caller PID, and expression “PID ! Something” just sends the Something to PIDs process mailbox. After
sending back the {ack, Message}, function “loop” calls it self. It’s tail recurtion.

Now let’s use the module:

1> c(echo).
{ok,echo}
2> Server = echo:start().
<0.41.0>
3> Server ! {self(), {”The Message”, 42}}.
{<0.33.0>,{”The Message”,42}}
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4> echo:client().
{ack,{”The Message”,42}}
Server ! unsupported.
unsupported
6> =ERROR REPORT==== 18-Sep-2014::10:36:08 ===
Error in process <0.41.0> with exit value: {{nocatch,{unsupported,unsupported}},[{echo,loop,0,[{file,”echo.erl”},{line,16}]}]}

3 Homework

Write 2 modules that implement 2 server (S1 and S2) to allow emulate (dirty) TCP connection flow
S1 sends syn
S2 answers syn,ACK
S1 answers ACK
S1 sends payload message


